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Merrick M. - 

I have been on blood pressure meds as long as I can remember. I stopped taking them over
 a month ago because he I've been on Thrive. Friday I went for a DOT physical and my blood
 pressure was 124/80!!!!
This is a blessing to say the least!

=====================================================

Tiffany L. 

This is my story THRiVIN with Le-Vel! My Anxiety, it's well gone! My daily migraines, yes um
 GoNE too! O and I'm down 40 lbs in 15 weeks!:) I have been deaf for 24 years in one ear,
 and magically I can hear, after 24 years! Win or Not, I have already won!:) thanks for my life
 back Le-Vel!

=====================================================

Michelle G. - 

This is my story THRIVIN with Le-vel. I have had migraines 2-4 times a week and chronic
 daily headaches for over 20 years. UNTIL JULY 18, 2013, which was the first day I put
 THRIVE BY LE-VEL in my mouth! When I took this product, I knew the first day that this was
 the answer to my prayers. After living for 20+ years with a pain level of 10-12 every day and
 going to a pain level of 1-2 on the first day, I knew I had to make Thrive part of my daily
 lifestyle and something that I would tell everyone about. And I am down 10 pounds and
 minus 15 inches in 4 weeks, which is a bonus! Thrive'n in BAMA!!

=====================================================
WgW Ashley -

This is My Story THRIVIN' with Le-Vel. I had incredible back pain from two bulging disc in my
 lower back. Knee pain from something I did when I was a teenager and pain in my hands
 from Raynaud's phenomenon (which is VERY VERY painful). I also have bi-polar disorder
 and suffered from a DEEP DEEP depression, no energy... I didn't even want to leave the
 house! With two kids this isn't possible.

I started taking Thrive on June 14th. I am now depression free; Have tons of energy to keep
 up with my 3 and 5 year old girls. I have very little to no pain. It has helped with my mood
 swings and I have lost 13 lbs!!!! It has also helped with my smoking and cutting out soda!!

MOST OF ALL THRIVE HAS HELPED ME WANT TO BE A MOTHER TO MY BABIES!!!!

====================================================

Becky C. R. - 
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https://www.facebook.com/notes/10153269791000464/[4/26/16, 4:13:27 PM]

This is my story , I've been very blessed with having thriven by le-vel . Before starting thrive I
 had back surgery that left me in pain in my hips and back, 3 years later I had a broken knee
 that had to be constructed due to a bad break. I already had bad arthritis in my back and now
 my knee. I had been getting shots in my knees. I high cholostrol and COPD and was pre-
diabetic.I couldn't even walk around a block because I hurt so bad. My daily routine was
 getting my kids off to school and eat breakfast and go back to bed. I seen thrive helping
 people with weight loss and people all over blood levels getting better so I thought I would
 give it a try. Well after I started thrive I noticed a huge difference and I started walking and
 walking without back, hip or knee pain. I went to the doctor and pleaded with him to take me
 off my medicine for a few months and I promised him if my levels wasn't even better I would
 never complaining about taking medicine ever again. a week later had blood work and holy
 molly all my blood work was normal. No more cholostrol ,or arthritis meds for me , pre
 diabities were gone. Last week went to the lung specialist and done my yearly breathing test
 and I was so nervous about going and learned the next day the COPD is improving . Just 2
 years ago they found a place on my lung a nodule and its gone too. So yes THRIVE is my
 story ever day. I'm off a lot of my medicine and when I get up in the mornings I'm not back in
 bed any more like I use to be, I'm out going for a walk instead. Thank you Le-vel for giving
 me another chance to live again and being free... I love my life and thrive is my story.

=====================================================

Davinna R - 
This is my story THRIVIN' with LeVel. We moved into our house almost 17 months ago and
 as we were moving in, I took a nasty spill in the garage and tore my left ACL. Add that to an
 automobile accident 7 years ago this week and I got LOTS of back and knee pain. My house
 has a split foyer floor plan and so, this made getting about my house a little difficult to say the
 least. Today, not only am I walking up and down my stairs but I am practically running up
 and down them with so much more energy and so MUCH LESS pain.

I just have to throw this one out there. When we signed my hubby up on Vicky Suddeth's
 website, I have to admit...I was intimidated by the cost of Thrive but thought, "Well, maybe
 we can make enough to cover the cost of our Thrive each month." LOL! I'll put it this way, we
 have been pleasantly surprised...we are doing that and so much more! It is AWESOME!!!
 This really has been an answer to prayer for me! I just want to share it with everyone that I
 can.
 
=====================================================
 
Malea F. - 
This is MY Story THRIVIN' with Le-Vel. I had a severe migraine for 5 days. I had taken 15
 Excedrin within 2 days, and finally resorted to a Lortab 5...nothing...no relief. On Sunday, I
 got up to get ready for church, determined I could make it through the pain...but, I couldn't,
 so I took a Lortab 10 and spent the rest of my day in a nauseous miserable funk. (Those who
 know me, know I HATE pain pills, so I must have been in indescribable pain!) Monday
 morning rolled around and I got up to start my day, with my head still about to split wide
 open. Sitting at the computer, I heard a knock on my door. Praise God, it was UPS with my
 Thrive delivery!! I took my two capsules, did my morning shake, and put on the DFT Foam
 patch. Literally, within 10 minutes, my 5 day migraine was GONE! GONE! And, it AIN'T been
 back, Jack!! ;o) I'll be THRIVIN' for LIFE!!

=====================================================
 
Maria V.

This is my story THRIVIN with Le-Vel! I have NOT yawned during the daytime since I started
 the Thrive experience. The pills, shake and DFT patch gives me tremendous energy at work
 that allows me to handle even the most challenging students and colleagues. On my second
 day on Thrive, I remember texting my sponsor, Regina S.that I felt like having wheels on my
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 feet as I go about walking from one end of the building to the other. I lost 7.5 lbs in 12 days
 and my shoulder and plantar fasciitis pain were gone in 4-5 days. Best of all, it targeted my
 belly fat and bloating that I thought will forever be part of me. My digestion and skin
 continues to improve as well. Thrive has controlled my hormonal cystic acne from flaring up
 in the last 10 days. In just two weeks, Thrive has already revolutionized my body and my
 Life. I'm really excited with what the future holds for me and for all the people that will get to
 experience Thrive.

=====================================================

Amanda G.

This is my story THRIVIN' with LeVel. I have Fibromyalgia, migraines, and chronic fatigue. I
 have been one Thrive vitamins and shake for 2 weeks. Since week 1, I have been off all fibro
 meds, pain meds, antiinflammatories, and have not had to drink ANY caffeine drinks or 5
 hour energy shots. I have insane amounts of energy and the best part.....my kids have their
 mother back! I can finally play with them again! Thrive truely has changed my life. The pain is
 finally GONE!!!!!

=====================================================
Susan -
 
This is AWESOME! I was in a run for charity two weekends ago and I had decided to pass
 out brochures and d.f.t to my girlfriends one morning before a weekly early am jog. I told
 them this would help them before the run coming up. Not only did I sell three day samples
 but I've now got 13 personals enrolled for free and starting their own thrive experience
 locally. Runners...this is the perfect product line for athletes.

Le-Vel, thank you for giving us a risk free opportunity to give friends a legitimate business for
 free and all the money goes towards the purchase of the product! Finally a company that has
 done it right!
 
=====================================================

FitStyle -  
This is My Story THRIVIN' with Le-Vel!! I'm a fitness coach/consultant and have been invited
 to promote many supplements on the market. A great friend asked me to sit in on a party that
 blew my mind with possibilities. My education in biological studies would not allow me to go
 further without studying all the ingredients and the technology behind Thrive.....and I was
 glad to see it just made sense and I knew this would be an awesome experience. I'm
 extremely active and don't desire weight loss at this time in my life. After stretching my
 samples to 5 days, I was stunned that I lost 3lbs of body fat and increased my lean muscle
 density!!!! Just goes to show there is something in this for everyone.....THRIVE-on people 

=====================================================

Katie - 

I am a sophmore at UCLA and was encouraged to buy a thrive d.f.t foam from my friend last
 week for $5. I knew nothng about Le-Vel but listened in on a call two days after I had been
 using the d.f.t. 

I think this is going to sweep all over campus because us college kids will spend money on
 d.f.t everyday because it works so much better than coffee and I feel it all day without getting
 tired during my classes.

In less than 7 days I have nine friends buying d.f.t from my enroller and it has been awesome
 for the ability to focus on my studies. Also, in one week my bathing suit is loose. Sweet! I just
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 started two days ago my brand promoting efforts. I think I'll have 18 friends personally
 enrolled and ordering this weekend! Pumped!  

=====================================================
Beth G. 

This is my story THRIVIN' with Le-Vel. I have gained back my life with my kids, my self
 confidence and my marriage. I have gone from a size 24 to size 18, I go and do again not
 jsut sit around at night. The people I work with say my attitude and outlook has competely
 changed. I don't dred the mornings anymore, I love getting up getting the girls out the door
 and then I actually take time for myself. I have worn makeup more since I started taking
 Thrive in April then I have in my whole life. I feel pretty, oh so pretty!!!!

=====================================================

Amy L. - 

This is MY story THRIVIN' with Le-Vel.... Got my life back Jack!!!! I am happy... OFF
 depression med! I am rested.... NO more pacing the house ALL night! I CAN focus and multi-
task again.... No more unorganized wasted time during the day! No more constant
 headaches! No more achy joints! Steady ALL day energy! Decreased appetite and cravings!
 BEST part of ALL is that my family benefits the MOST ....because I have been given a new
 lease on life!!!! My cup runneth over:)))

=====================================================

Dove - 

I joined Le-Vel because of Paul Gravette and the future of DFT. but.......
I began seeing all the activity on The LV Life fanage, the real people commenting and
 decided I to start my THRIVE EXPERIENCE.

Quick history. I was involved in two car wrecks and actually my body was hit by one of the
 cars so let me say to eveyone reading this, my body has experienced ongoing pain for the
 last ten years. 
I received my THRIVE Promoter Pack and the UPS delivery guy didn't even make it to my
 door, yes, a little excited! :) I took two pills at 2 pm and followed with the shake. I had to do a
 demo at 3 pm. Standing in place for 3 hours, my back hardly bothered me like it normally
 does....I had to really think about it to notice any pain. THIS IS INCREDIBLE for me.

Oh, and yes, I told the UPS guy about it! :) Also, my mom and myself both went 4K VIP our
 first month!

Looking forward to my THRIVIN' future!

=====================================================
Jamie H. - 

This is my story THRIVIN' with Le-vel. I am a nursing student, wife, mother, and Medical
 Assistant; but not necessarily in that order. To say I'm stretched thin is an understatement.
 Thrive has given me the energy and focus to make through endless lectures and reading
 assignments, class work, studying. I'm sleeping better and my grades have improved! I have
 the energy to cook dinner for my family again after a long day, and even manage to exercise
 after cooking, cleaning, helping kids with homework, and numerous practices and lessons!
 My husband has a wife again, my kids have a mom again, and my patients are going to have
 a great nurse; as I'm no longer just surviving, I'm Thriving!
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=====================================================
Brad -

I was introduced to this company from a friend here in Miami. He's a popular dj in the clubs
 and he showed me the d.f.t. and told me to buy one of them instead of buying drinks.
 Straight up, this product is off the charts! My mom has had amazing results and started
 selling the d.f.t. for $5 each attatched to the thrive experience brochures at her hair salon. I
 have already gone 4K VIP in my first two weeks! 

Miami says it best, "We're takin' Over!" My goal is to make $1,000.00 per week by October
 and up from there! 

=====================================================

Ann -

I've been a fitness instructor for over ten years and I've honestly never seen any products
 help my clients with soreness as well as Le-Vel's THRIVE. We now have 50 plus clients
 "thrivin'" and the word is spreading fast in Phoenix.

We recently started selling the new D.F.T. ( Derma Fusion Technology) and it's another
 resurgence of orders from existing and most importantly new customers. 

We've now spread into six other gyms and the sales are coming in daily! Team Az. is on a
 mission to help all our clients get their product for FREE by showing them your incredible,
 "REFER 2 Customers And Yours Is FREE!" Last, we're pumped on hitting 200K VIP with
 DFT! 

=====================================================

Amanda F. - 
This is my story THRIVIN' with Le-Vel! I was told about it by Valerie M. I will be honest I have
 tried EVERYTHING to help with the medical problems, I have diabetes and high blood
 pressure. Since starting THRIVE I have lost 2 pants sizes, have come off of my bp meds and
 almost off of my diabetes medicine! I feel better and no longer hurt from a previous injury to
 my knees! I can't go a day without my THRIVE!! I am so glad that I feel better and I am
 getting in better shape so I can be around for my three boys for a while. THANK YOOU
 THRIVE!!!!

=====================================================
Jodi - 
This is my thrivin story with le-vel
I have been suffering from multiple autoimmune health problems for the last 18+ years and in
 recent years they have become debilitating as well as we are running out of medication
 options that have not caused other health problems for me. I just want to NOT hurt, have
 energy to keep up with my three busy kids, sleep better and mostly try to get off of some of
 my many meds i have to take daily to FEEL human.

When My thrive consultant told me a little about thrive it was supposed to do all those things I
 wanted and very much needed so why not try it!? I can tell you with only a four day sample I
 can joyfully tell you that I have NOT had to take TWO of my daily meds nor does my body
 feel like I need them! Biggest plus! I can tell water weight retention is less, energy doubled,
 sleeping great, and finally my mental attitude has been relieved to the point my "prescription
 med" for this has lessened as well.

I would NEVER do anything that would jeopardize my health by not taking my daily
 medications because of how far I have come healthwise, but i will tell you that this product i
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 have only taken for very little time has made a difference in my life and the way I feel! I was a
 skeptic but now a believer!! I have tried it all and am blessed to find a natural non harming
 product that works!!!

=====================================================

Joann -

I have been dealing with depression the last 24 months and also have gained a lot of weight
 which has not helped my confidence. My girlfriend, kept telling me how many hair salons
 were going crazy over the results everyone was getting, so I decided to order a Promoter
 Pack and sample to my clients.

Well, what I didn't realize is what was about to happen to me! My le-vel order came in and I
 was told that if I din't take it the right way, I would not experience the results. Sure enough, I
 took my capsules after lunch and did not take the shake mix and I complained didn't see the
 first day results. My second day, my sponsor told me to take the 2 capsules and place by my
 bedside with a glass of water and as soon as I woke to take both capsules before I even got
 out of bed and follow up with the shake mix 30 minutes after. Pretty amazing what has
 happened in my first 8 days of following the exact directions.

My pain in my hands from cutting hair for 20 plus years I no longer feel! My focus and mood
 levels make me feel like I did 20 years ago. And, I decided to up my daily regimine to 2
 capsules and 2 shakes daily and already down two pant sizes!

My upline had a party and I took two other girlfriends because they had heard some other
 hairstylists they knew were talking about Le-Vel and it lit a fire in me and my girlfriends. We
 knew everyone in the room. Now I get why I was told to enroll everyone I knew for free
 locally. I MISSED GETTING THEM SELLING FOR ME! But, it's a motivator to go 200K VIP
 and hit by December.
 
Thank you Le-Vel for the free opportunity to promote two products that have my life thriving
 like I felt in my 20's!
 
 
======================================================================

Kathy M. - 

This is my story. I have my thrive on. I am 61 years old. I have been fighting through 35 years
 of coaching with Fibromyalgia. 7 children, 11 grandchildren and not able to go on with life as
 I know it. I am now able to make it through the day without much pain. Go see vb games, all
 star games. Travel to see kids and work with USA volleyball and coach part time. I NEVER
 thought I could do any of this again. Yes I do fight off bad things happening to my body. But
 now I have hope. And I'm going off medicines with side effects that were killing me. I am
 getting my life back. And getting to spend more time with grandchildren and my children.
 Thank you. 2 capsules in a.m. 1 shake. And them my DFT. life is good.
 
======================================================================
 
Davinna - 
It sounds like I am whining but I'm really just trying to give you a little background on what I
 have been dealing with for 6 years...daily pain.  And of course, when you hurt, it's really hard
 to make yourself get the exercise that you know that you need so, I have put on some more
 weight too.  I said all of that to tell you this.......
My husband enrolled as a FREE Le-Vel promoter. We finally ordered a couples pack ( 2 /
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 $100.00 THRIVE EXPERIENCE packs both for he and myself last weekend.)
When my daughter was 3 years old (she is 9 now), I was involved in a pretty nasty accident
 on I-20 in Atlanta and was rear-ended by a commercial weight pickup truck and 3 18
 wheelers.  Since then, I have dealt with a lot of back pain on a daily basis.  Last year, I tore
 my ACL in my right knee.   
When I took the samples for a couple of days a few weeks ago, I noticed a significant
 decrease in my pain levels.  I was immediately intrigued and began looking at the fanpage
 and Le-Vel’s company growth.
I had 1 my THRIVE EXPERIENCE yesterday, at 8 am and as instructed, on an empty
 stomach both the capsules and shake mix. I was on the go all day long yesterday (even went
 grocery shopping and to my Mother In Law's house which involved going up and down stairs
 numerous times) and it was amazing!! I had no back or knee pain all day long (even when I
 came back home and had to come in through my garage in the basement and had to go
 upstairs 1 full story) and I noticed that although my feet tend to swell alot (my doctor says
 that is a side effect of being as overweight as I am), they were not swollen at all when I came
 back home last night (after 10 PM) and I still felt great and had lots of energy.  
I can’t wait to help other women with Le-Vel’s THRIVE EXPERIENCE!  I have several friends
 who already started their thrive experience I know for a few weeks now and they are even
 losing weight, which is also incredible considering this is not focused on w/l.
ATL....Georgia....this is REAL!
 
====================================================
 
Ron -

I have never experienced anything that has made me feel this great.  My knee and back pain
 was gone after 8 days of taking 2 capsules and 1 shake mix every morning. Additionally, in
 my first month, I went from a size 40 to a size 36 waist line and I'm never tired in the
 afternoons. ( I did increase to two shakes a day and I've also noticed my mood levels are
 balanced all day which is pretty amazing.)

I was told by my Le-Vel sales consultant that the thrive would not work if I did not take the
 capsules and shake within 20 minutes of each other and I had to take them in the morning
 and absolutely no food for at least an hour of taking. Well, let me tell you, I tried doing it my
 way and it did not work. If you are a new customer of Le-Vel, if you committ for 8 days
 straight and follow exactly how to take the thrive experience, you will want to tell everyone
 you know about this.

In closing, after being skeptical and only a customer for my first month, I actually missed
 enrolling our local football coach and my close friend because someone else we both know
 told him about Le-Vel. This was all the motivation needed hit 12K VIP and I now and taking
 over our town! 

Get everyone you know following the directions and don't ever sit back and not enroll your
 friends for free the day you hear about this. My lesson learned.

============================================================
 
Karina S. - 
This is my story THRIVIN' with Le-Vel... I have been suffering from Fibromyalgia including
 chronic pain & stiffness in my muscles and joints, chronic fatigue and brain fog (among many
 other symptoms) on a daily basis for the last 2 1/2 years. The hardest thing for me was
 coming to terms with the fact that I had to limit my participation in life; I struggled to accept
 that my capabilities as a wife, mother, family member and friend had to change. Then my
 friend Marianne S. gave me samples of Thrive W and Thrive Premium Lifestyle Shake. From
 day one my life changed; I noticed my pain & fatigue decreased tremendously, I had great
 energy and was more focused! Since then I have not had to crawl up and down the stairs,
 I’ve been able to play with my daughter for more than a few minutes- even taking her to the
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 park and the fair. Everything Fibromyalgia had taken away from me the Thrive Premium
 Lifestyle gave back. Now I can truly LIVE and actively participate in my life again! I can’t
 express the amount of gratitude I have for this company, the products and for my friend
 Marianne for sharing this with me; it is because of them I'm THRIVN'!
 
============================================================

Bridget - 

My mom started selling the THRIVE EXPERIENCE by Le-Vel and she would not leave me
 alone about starting my own experience. 

I thought it wasn't going to work, but I started two capsules and the shake mix every morning
 anyway. 

Throughout that day I noticed I had no knee pain, back pain, or shoulder and wrist pain. I also
 noticed I have more energy and I feel great. 

I have been taking Thrive for 8+ weeks and have already lost 25lbs and 4 1/2 inches off my
 waist! My hair has grown 3 inches which is awesome because hair only grows 1/2 a month
 on average. My nails are also growing and I feel amazing. 

I also had a problem with a fast pulse at 100-132 and the THRIVE EXPERIENCE has helped
 lower it to just 80. I no longer need my anxiety medications either.

Lovin' Le-Vel!

=================================================
April - 

I have lost 43 pounds as of today! Please SHARE my story with your friends! I can't wait for
 D.F.T.! Here it is below............

BEFORE and AFTER Picture REVEAL, here's my updates! 

* I hit my 800VIP status!
* I earned my 4k in sales my first 3 weeks with Le-Vel!
* I won a mini Ipad!

Now, my GOAL is to reveal my FAT Picture, most of you have not seen me fat because I
 closed down my facebook page, avoided my friends, stopped going out, and now that I have
 lost 43 pounds as of today, and feel better than I ever have in my life. The people that are
 the closest to me know that I was suffering from Depression -Post partum and that I was also
 going through a tough time when my Fiancé went over seas to play ball for 8 months.

I went from being 135 with curves to 180 PLUS with big curves! I began eating to cope with
 my depression and became 180 plus pounds (i stopped weighing myself at xmas when I
 reached 184 pounds. 

My neighbor got me to take the THRIVE EXPERIENCE and it literally cured my depression,
 gave me steady energy, took away my chronic back pain, and made me feel alive AGIAN! 

I have 3 heart defects and need my valves replaced and this medicine has stopped my
 angina and my arrhythmias! I can not go running, exercise, walk my kids, and this medicine
 also helped me with my ADD. I can not take stimulants, this is 100% all natural!!!!! 

My KIDS are happier, my clothes are happier (no more squeezing into clothes) my BODY is
 healthier than ever! I am not going to stop THRIVING and i am not going to STOP until you
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 are ALL THRIVING! 

Le-Vel is going to be huge and I am going to be at the top doing something that I love
 HELPING OTHERS

================================================

Clay J. - Ohio
I am a martial arts trainer and gym owner. Through my career I've developed alot of body
 pain and can honestly say I have never experienced anything like this Le-Vel THRIVE
 experience. My body seems to be healing itself and 90% of my past pains in my knees and
 neck have gone away. Last, I am 100% more mentally alert on these two products and no
 muscular soreness.
 
Our gym is running a promotion that whomever has the most free enrollments by the end of
 the month wins 6 months paid! I think we'll hit 800 new promoters just from this free
 enrollment promotion alone! 

Le-Vel Rocks!
 
=====================================================
 
Beverly B. - 

This is my story Thriving with le-Vel. I had lived with horrible pain, fibermyaliga, degenerative
 disc disease, bulging disc and nerve damage for 15 yrs. The pain took my daughter's mother
 from her. I couldn't go to school functions with out being uncomfortable. My daughter's
 sporting events was debilitating to my body. I couldn't get out of bed, would barely leave my
 house because I never had energy. A friend told me about Thrive. It saved me!! I'm able to
 take mile long walks with my daughter. Go to amusement parks and ride roller coasters!! Go
 to concerts. I've played tennis with my daughter for the first time ever (I used to play in
 school), I practice ball with her now. And to my daughter's surprise I can actually play. Losing
 weight, pain management, and the focus is all a Godsend. THRIVE gave Salem back her
 mom!! (-:

=====================================================

My pain from my carpal tunnel was gone in less than 4 weeks and I knew this was a million
 dollar opportunity for my future as a hair stylist. Ladies, you must get your stylist in this
 business! I cannot tell you how my world has changed. I own a hair salon and we have a
 very busy schedule daily and all the girls are starting to sell Le-Vel! Through sharing with all
 my clients the THRIVE brochure and three days of samples, I broke $12,000.00 and now it's
 really starting to get exciting as we've got four more hair salons promoting THRIVE also!
 
Here's what really shocked me. I was told to enroll everyone I know for free coming in the
 salon for free and simply teach my other stylists to do the same. We began a weekly call to
 let others come on and share their testimonies. I've had 27 friends personally order and even
 better, everyone is getting results!

Thank you Elly for helping me see how simple it is to host a call and let other testimonies do
 the selling to my friends!
 
Carol T.
Living A Lifestyle With Pain Free Hands - That I Deserve!
 
 
=============================================
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I was told to "trust" my friend when she encouraged me to become a promoter of Le-Vel by
 enrolling for free.
Keep in mind, I just recently resigned from a company that was "promoting" they were a
 company focused on changing lives with a "90 Day weight loss challenge". I can 100%
 guarantee everyone I am talking to that Le-Vel is going to become bigger than an 50 million
 dollar a month company. 

Let me say, I have been shocked at what has happened to my body in less than ten days of
 starting my THRIVE 8 week experience. I have had pain in my lower back for the last 4 years
 and thought I would just have to live with it the rest of my life. Well, the pain is gone!
 Secondly, I have entered that phase of "womanhood" where we begin to go through
 changes, hot flashes, etc. Since I started taking 2 capsules and 1 shake every morning, I
 honestly feel like I did when I was in my 30's....I feel incredible within 20 minutes of getting
 out of bed! Third, simply from taking 2 capsules and 2 shakes daily, my tennis elbow pain
 had ceased! Oh, I've also lost 4 inches around my waist and I was never told it would help
 me lose weight initially!

What I tell all my girlfriends that are ordering is they must take the capsules and the shake
 mix as soon as they wake up and the rest will take care of itself! This is not only working but I
 was blessed to break 40K VIP in May! Thank the lord there is a company that I can truly say
 has reversed my body aging symptoms!
 
I love Le-Vel!
 
Rhonda A.
A Happy Promoter

=============================================================
I am brand new to Le-Vel & the THRIVE 8 WEEK EXPERIENCE. I wanted to let you know
 what it has done for me already!
I have Rheumatoid Arthritis and Epilepsy, and I am on multiple medications. In just the three
 days that I have started my 8 week THRIVE EXPERIENCE, the pain in my joints have
 decreased, I have energy, and I feel great!
I have not been able to exercise in almost two years due to the severe pain, adjustment of
 medications, and lack of energy. I feel like now there is a light at the end of the tunnel. I want
 to get back into Zumba ( my love) and I am actually looking at getting a gym membership!
 How awesome is that! 
I can't wait to see how much more improvement I will experience!
Kelly B
Thrive Customer and Promoter
=================================================

Angela's personal story:
I have lupus, but was in denial despite my doctor's report over 16 years ago. Some days I
 couldn't even write because my arms and hands hurt so much and I'm a teacher. I would get
 a student (they love to help) to write on the board for me-not kidding. There were even days,
 when I still had my manual Honda Accord, that my kids would have to shift the gears for me-
because I had so much pain and fatigue in my hands. It was unreal, now that I look back on
 it. My general fatigue was so intense some days that I would have to take a short nap before
 I left work. I even fell asleep in my car a few times just needing to "rest for a minute" before I
 went inside, waking up an hour or two later.
I was told about Le-Vel and the 8 week THRIVE EXPERIENCE and this has been an
 incredible blessing. More than anything the decrease in my pain has been so life-changing.
 Also, the difference it's made in how I manage in my days has made me a believer...and I
 said to myself and friends, I couldn't "afford" Thrive in the beginning.
Once I did the math on ways I was saving with not having so many cravings, changed
 vitamins, cutting the pain meds, using it as my breakfast most days etc AND just the better
 quality of life in general I realized it was not the expense I expected and I CAN'T AFFORD
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 NOT to keep doing it!! Once folks sample it they'll see it for themselves!! This is not just for
 people having pain-it's just one of the benefits-that and the energy have been my biggest
 (not only) changes. I know fitness trainers with their workouts enhanced and noting the
 increased muscle tone. On that note-time to go exercise this body-be blessed!!
=============================================
 
 
 
Brenda J. - 

I have been looking for a company like Le-Vel and the THRIVE experience for more than 20
 years! In 1997 I was diagnosed with fibromyalgia after having battled muscular pain and
 exhaustion for several years. By 1997 I had given up running and my workouts at the gym
 due to the pain and exhaustion. The trips to the beach with my kids pretty much halted as did
 almost everything else, except work. It continues to impact every aspect of my life. On the
 really bad days, the exhaustion is overwhelming and I don’t even get dressed. I spend the
 days and nights going from bed to sofa, then back to bed, trying to find a comfortable place
 to sleep. When I worked, I had no energy to do anything but go to work. I could work, or I
 could run errands, or clean house, or do laundry, or cook dinner…I just couldn’t do more
 than one of those tasks in any one day. I finally had to choose if the money I earned was
 worth the life (or lack thereof) that I was living. I decided it wasn’t, and I retired in February
 2012 at 55 years old with 22 years on the job. In addition to the fibromyalgia, I have
 osteoarthritis in my neck, left shoulder and left hip, and I've endured surgery on my left
 shoulder twice to repair a torn rotator cuff. I am in some degree of pain every day.
About a week ago I was able to try Thrive for the first time, thank you, Surena for sharing
 THRIVE with me!!

I know now that Le-Vel and THRIVE is gold and it must have been really hard to part with! I
 took my Thrive capsule when I got up and was waiting for something to happen! At first I was
 disappointed, I started thinking, nothing what a big hoax! - but then after 30-40 minutes I
 realized Thrive had qently started working it's magic! I had no pain! Then I realized I was
 smiling - for no reason- before 6:00 am! Throughout the day I found myself laughing for no
 reason, except that I was absolutely pain free! That day, thanks to Thrive, I remembered
 what it feels like to be happy and to be able to have a life without pain! I felt so good that I
 changed the ringtone on my cell phone to James Brown's "I feel Good"! I didn’t want the day
 to end because I had only that one capsule, and I didn’t want to wake up the next day feeling
 like I normally do. 

Thrive is AMAZING! I now have hope that I can live an active and productive life! I received
 my own sample pack of Thrive yesterday, and I ordered the Founders Pack so I can share
 what I've experienced. Thrive will be a part of my everyday life. I am looking forward to
 having the energy to spend time with my grandson at the beach, hiking,and camping, and
 maybe I'll even run again! I am dreaming of living a Premium Lifestyle thanks to Thrive!
 
============================================= 
 
Kristen S. - 
My Thrivin with the Thrive product story... I spent the last 2 years with another wellness
 company and was beyond frustrated and very discouraged and I have to say a bit
 depressed. A friend shared the Thrive products with me and asked me to try it . I started the
 products the next day and sent a text about 45 minutes later asking if this was "legal" As I
 could not believe how I felt! I suffered a re-injury about 8 month's ago and ruptured a disc(
 which meant no running and no boot camp) and had been dealing with chronic pain for the
 last 8 month's, was on pain meds and going to physical therapy 2-3 times a week and yet
 NO releif! THEN came Thrive. I not only am pain free but I am back to working out, doing
 things I have not done in years, sleeping through the night and my spirits have lifted!!I made
 the decision to become a Brand promoter and have been sharing this amazing product with
 others now for the last 5 weeks. There is no better feeling than "feeling great" and being able
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 to help others do the same... All I can say is Thank you Thrive products, I have my life back,
 my health back and am on a mission to help others do the same!!!

=============================================
Amy L - Tx.   
I just completed my 8 weeks Experience and it has changed my life!!!!!
I went from being severely depressed, no energy, chronic headaches, hair falling out, chronic
 hand joint pain, insomnia, and just over not feeling good to feeling the best I have felt since
 college 20 years ago.

By the second week on Thrive my joint pain was gone, my head aches were much improved,
 I was sleeping all night, and I had so much energy I was even helping with yard work.

I have currently lost 15 pounds, down 2 sizes in clothes, my hair/nails are back to being
 healthy and growing, have tons of energy,  and best of all I am HAPPY and feel like I am in
 control of my life again. Excited about the future and what Thrive is doing for me and my
 family.  

==============================================================
Susan G - Al.

I went from being a believe of THRIVE to now exploding free singups for industryshift.com!
This week alone we've added 362 ( and counting by the hour) new brand promoters!

20Lbs of FAT....gone in 3 weeks!
The elbow pain.....no more!
And.....I've made more in a month than my husband's job! LOL! ( He loves Le-Vel now!)

Thank you Le-Vel for the opportunity and the free product every month!

====================================================

Ann G. - Az. 
I'm a fitness trainer and this is OFFICIAL!

My clients are having complete body transformations unlike anything I've ever suggested for
 supplementation.
Before I started, I shared the ingredients with our doctor and he stated it was an incredible
 formulation and this was going to help a lot of people.

Well, let me say....our town is thrivin' now! Thank you Paul and Le-Vel! The financial
 blessings we are experiencing is second to the blessing Le-Vel is providing everyone locally.

“We're Thrivin’ And Livin’ and Lifestyle We Deserve!”

==============================================================

Erin W- Villa Rica, GA
I had heard about Thrive on Facebook from a friend. I was honestly just about tired of hearing
 about it and had told my friend that I was about ready to block this person.

Then, she posted about how much money she made in one week. I was ready, thinking
 about perusing a different job path, but had a few financial goals our family needed to meet
 before that was possible. I sent my friend a message, let me in I'm ready. What do I have to
 do? Not realizing THRIVE would actually help ME! I didn't realize how many aches and pains
 I lived with every day as a fitness instructor you kind of learn to work through the hurt. Well,
 now I feel great!! Nine weeks on Thrive and I have no knee pain, and down 7 pounds! I know

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Findustryshift.com%2F&h=nAQE5oP6a&s=1
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 my muscles are leaner and meaner because of it!

======================================================================
====

Paula P. - GA
I have lost 10 pounds already!
I am currently pursuing my Doctorate degree and have courses that require my full attention
 to complete.  I could not stay awake to complete my tasks before THRIVE.  I always fell
 asleep on the couch before 10:00. Now I can stay awake until 12:00 or later and wake up
 rested because I sleep soundly once I go to sleep.

I also have experienced relief of intense pain in my elbow which I broke last summer.  The
 doctor told me just two months ago that it would just always hurt.  But since taking THRIVE it
 has stopped hurting in the morning and is no longer going numb.  No more hot flashes!! My
 digestive system is working better than ever!!

===================================================

This is my story thriving with Le-Vel. Dawn B. introduced me to Le-lel about 2months ago. It is
 amazing. I have no major health problems. Just the usual, lack of energy, needing to lose
 some weight, and migraines. The migraines had become so bad I was taking meds
 everyday. Now my migraines have gotten so much better. My energy is beyond belief. I used
 to get up in the morning and make myself go to work. We have our own business so you
 have to go monster what you feel like. Sometimes 7 days a week. I was so depressed it was
 all I could do to make myself get out of bed. I also am going thru menopause and had really
 bad night sweats. Now I nave none. I love thrive!

===================================================

DEBBIE. - Fl.
 
I haven't felt this good in 20 years! It has been a month since I started my THRIVE
 experience.  My pain in my back and neck away are gone  I have now lost 10 lbs and 4
 inches.  My appetite has decreased. I encourage anyone who is skeptical to take two
 capsules as soon as you wake up every monring ( before breakfast) and take 1 shake 30
 minutes after you take your capsules. YOU WILL BE SOLD FOR LIFE!
 

==============================================================
Elly - Co. 
I have lost 32 pounds in 8 weeks! More importantly, my doctors are amazed because this
 works better for my pain than my prescriptions. I love Le-Vel for this incredible product line.
==============================================================

Wilda W - Tx. 

One more Thrive milestone. I have phased out two more pills from my daily routine. I have
 not taken Diovan(BP med) for over a week. Also I am now down from 4 per day on Robaxin
 to TWO per day. This has been the difficult one because I have taken it for so many years. I
 feel even better being off of these drugs.

=====================================================================

Felicia B. - GA
I was introduced to Thrive through Erin now promoter and my Zumba instructor.  She knew
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 working out was vital to me and I've been in direct sales for 15 years so I knew it worked (
 sales/ loving people) that is.  She convinced me to take the THRIVE experience and her
 words were " come on girl" lets do this thing together.  Well here we are 6-7 weeks later.
 Knees are 80% better and I've reached my 4k VIP! Thanks for my health and my iPad!

===================================================================
Michelle T. - Flo.

I am so excited! I earned in my first month almost $3,000.00!
Thank you Le-Vel for giving us an opportunity to build a business that's build around teams
 enrolling for free!
When I heard about Le-Vel and my friends testimony, I knew that two products would be so
 easy to sell to my contacts and boy is it working!

Last, I have to give a a big shout to Eddie for giving the best local parties you could ask for! 
I'm using my free iPad, picking out my new car with my $800.00 allowance and focused on
 hitting 200K VIP in my goals by the end of August!
Let's go Orlando!

==========================================================
Elizabeth W. -

I have now "EXPERIENCED" what it's like to THRIVE for 1 week.
I have lost 6 ponds in the last 7 days!
I Haven't slept this good in years!
The pain in my neck and shoulder from my car accident 2 years ago is gone!
I pray that all my friends and family will awaken to the blessings and riches that the Le-Vel
 company can
bring to them!! GOD BLESS!!!!
 
=====================================================
 
 
John L. - California
 
I referred my grandmother and my mom as my 2 customers so I could get free thrive every
 month. This is a pretty cool company that lets you join for free and simply refer two
 customers and gets your for free every month with NO STRINGS ATTATCHED! My story is
 simple. I tell my friends we pay $600.00 in bonuses on $800.00 in sales every week. Then I
 ask them if they know anyone that wants to sell a product that makes you feel incredible. I've
 never sold anything but we've got San Diego rocking and now growing all over the west
 coast! Thank Le-Vel for the iPad and awesome $800.00 monthly car program! Everyone I
 know needs extra cash and we're stoked about the industryshift.com momentum we've got
 blowing up! It's a perfect opp for the young broke crowd!  
 
======================================================================
=====
 
 
Michelle Y - Montana
Over the past few years I have struggled with pain in my legs and lower back, fatigue, slow
 steady weight gain, ridiculous snack cravings and unable to keep up with my family and
 extreme moodiness for not real reason. 

I was reading a friends Facebook post about how much better she had been feeling and all
 the positive things she had to say! Shortly after another dear friend persuaded me to

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Findustryshift.com%2F&h=YAQEO2Fwg&s=1
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 promote this amazing product!!

THIS IS REAL! 

==================================================================== 
Sheila R. - Tx. 
My neighbor convinced me I could make some money getting my friends to experience these
 $100.00 THRIVE Packs. So, I bought $800.00 and thought what the heck, I knew I had at
 least 6 friends that would spend $100.00 and I'd have $200.00 for myself and myhusband.

That was 4 weeks ago. Here's my story:
 
* Dropped 6 lbs unwanted body fat in 10 days!
* My chronic pain from multiple injuries......GONE!
* Sleeping soundly all night without Ambien for the first time in 3 years!
* Gastroenterologist took me off of all meds yesterday!

*I invited 5 girlfriends over, told them my story & sold $1,000.00 of product!
*We've enrolled 500+ friends and family as a team all over the US in one month!
* My paycheck as of Tuesday is around $2,600.00 and I won an iPad!

I'm ready for my $10,000.00 month by August and breaking $80k VIP! 

Are you kidding me!!!
 
==============================================================
 
Angie. - California

I've been giving 2 capsules two all my clients as soon as they sit in the chair. As a hair stylist,
 we hair every complaint  you can imagine. Well, let me say, our salon has taken complaints
 and turned them into profits!

My tip to anyone wanting to make money, as soon as anyone complains, say, "You need to
 experience THRIVE!"

Thank You Paul, Simon, and the cloud office for helping us make as much with Le-Vel as we
 do as hair stylists! We are pumped about our financial futures!

=================================================

Kirsten R. - Ohio
I am a fitness trainer and have seen every product on the retail shelves. Le-Vel's Lifestyle
 Capsule &
Lifestyle Shake mix is EVERYTHING you need in one product! I feel focused, energetic, and
 no muscular
soreness from my workouts! Not to mention I am not feeling famished
==========================================================

Deanna - Tx. 

I just started my third day on Thrive and I am soooo excited.
My energy is out the roof and normally by this time of the year I am so exhausted. I went out
 to do a little yard work after school and ended up putting my whole flower garden in. 
 
===============================================

Erica B. - GA
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Since taking my THRIVE capsules every morning and shake mix, I have been able to stop
 taking diabetic meds. and all signs of diabetes are gone.  It has also helped with my IBS. 
 Now i get to enjoy meals with my family when we go out to eat.
 
============================================================== 
Eddie S. - Co.
I received my Le-Vel order and in my first 4 days I have been able to walk with no knee
 pain! Infact, 6 miles yesterday according to my Nike monitor! I'm sleeping great,
 keeping the office organized and calling every friend and family member I know and
 sharing my story! 27 personals now and counting! I can't wait to see how big our
 check is by the end of July! 200K...here we come!

 
 ==============================================================
 
 
 
Carol W - GA
On April 10, 2009, I woke up and couldn't get out of bed for the pain.  I was diagnosed  with
 two bulging disc with a benign tumor between the disc, pressing on nerves in my lower back
 and Fibromyalgia. 
I have been in constant pain ever since that day.  I have been on Percocet, a very strong
 narcotic pain med since then, three to four times a day to just function.  Without this pain
 med I cannot stay out of bed much less function.  I am a former critical care/trauma nurse so
 this has been very difficult for me. 

My daughter Kim called me wanting me to try Thrive.  She knew what my response would
 be because I have seen so many fads come and go and many putting patients in my ICU. 
 She encouraged me because of the testimonies coming in about it helping people's pain. 

I agreed to try it, knowing the THRIVE products would not do harm.  I took the first day's and
 felt more energetic.  The second day I was still more energetic but at the end of the day
 realized I had NOT taken any pain med for over 18 hours.  This had NEVER happened since
 2009.  If I did not take the Percocet at least every 6-8 hours I would get in intractable pain.  I
 was amazed at this product.  I shared with Kim immediately. 

One Sunday I didn't have time to take the shake before church.   By the afternoon I was in
 bed in intractable pain requiring 1 1/2 Percocet's to get the pain under control.  Trust me I will
 NEVER forget to take my Thrive shake again.  I cannot recommend this product enough.  As
 a Registered Nurse to find a natural product that controls pain this much is incredible.  We
 must get this product in the health care system.
 
==============================================
Danielle B. 
This is my Thrivin story......my energy was 0, my pain was 100000, my thoughts were
 scattered and I never seem to accomplish anything. I've been thriving since April and well I
 have energy to work my long 12-14 hour shifts at night and make that loooong 60 mile trip
 home. Now i even have the energy to stop and Work out after my shifts. That's saying alot
 since most on the time my instructor is a beast! I have no neck,leg,back, or knee pain
 anymore. Stomach meds are gone and so are some pounds! whoop! Oh and the Clarity
 whoop! Thrive up throw down peeps! go be blessed!
 
========================================================== 
Susan M - GA
My sweet daughter-in-law (Emily) convinced me to try Thrive.
It took a few weeks to figure out the best way to take it with my current medications (the
 thyroid pill was the biggest challenge) but we have worked that out and I have now lost 18
 lbs and have not deprived myself of anything I normally eat. 
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For those of you that know me you know I love to eat and not the healthiest foods either.  My
 neck and back pain has decreased  to the point that I rarely have to take an Advil which is
 remarkable since I was taking several every day prior to starting the Thrive. 
I would recommend Thrive to anyone with muscle/joint pain or even just wanting to lose lbs.

======================================== 
Kevin S -

I started the THRIVE Experience approx 8 weeks ago! I weighed 203 lbs and was in
a size 34 pants. I now weighs 171,3 lbs and in a size 31. That's a amazing 31.7 lbs lost!!!!!

===============================================

Heather E. - Ga. 

A friend of mine (Melissa) convinced me to experience THRIVE. I feel in love the first day and
 emailed and texted Melissa. 

Let me tell you my story: Throughout life I have had pain and depression. My pain and
 depression had me in the bed 75% of the time. Back in October my Body just started hating
 me and I was in bed 99% except to fix dinner for my family. I was trying to get answers of
 what was wrong with me. I couldn't finish sentences and I was just a mental mess. I went to
 my general dr. She therefore sent me to a Neurologists and Rheumatologist. They ordered
 so many blood test and other test. I had a MRI done and EEG done with no results. 

Several days later I was diagnosed with Fibromyalgia. Since I have been on Thrive I am off
 my pain meds which was 3 different pills. I have stopped some of my additional depression
 meds except to one. I went From 8 pills down 3 pills at night. I have so much energy now. I
 know now my bed was my prison. I am not 100% pain free but at least 80%. Put it this way it
 does not control me I control it. Oh by the way, I have lost around 15 pounds.

I did not set out to promote this, but this company is so great I can't help myself. I wish
 everybody felt the way I do on Thrive. I tell people it is possible they just need proof. Do it try
 a one day sample and you'll be hooked!
 
=============================================================
 
Steve W. - Ga. 
I've been in heating and air for 30 years and developed arthritis in my hands and joint
 swelling in my feet from squatting down in front of hvac units.  Within my first week of taking
 the Thrive Experience, I was completely pain free!! The second week I was running low on
 shake mix so I just took the capsules and the pain in my hands returned.  

I'm starting taking the complete regimen of 2 capsules and shake and within ONE DAY am
 back to being pain free!! 
2 Capsules and a shake in the morning and YOU ARE DONE FOR THE DAY!!

 
============================================================= 
James, Tx. 
I started the Thrive experience to see if I could loose some weight and relieve my hip pain so
 I could walk better.

By the end of my second week on Thrive my hip pain was greatly reduced and I had lost
 about 16 pounds.

======================================
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Debra N. - Carrollton, GA
After years of suffering from Fibro and chronic back pain Emily Mashburn talked me into
 trying Thrive. Boy am I glad she did. After a few days of taking the pills and shake I was pain
 free for the first time in years. I could actually stand at the sink and wash dishes without
 having to take a break before I finished. I was also able to go shopping without having to
 take several sit down breaks. I recommend Thrive to anyone that has ever suffered from
 chronic pain of any kind. It truly works! I have also lose 15 lbs without even trying. That is a
 ad

===========================================================

Lauri S. - 

This is My Story THRIVIN' with Le-Vel. I am a 49yr old women who is raising 2 of my 4 grand-
daughters their ages are 4 and 8. I suffer from fatigue and degenerative disc disease. Waking
 up was a chore.and staying a wake was almost impossible. Since starting the Thrive
 Experience 8 days ago I'm able to wake up and stay up, clean, be engaged with my grand-
daughters and take care of my Life!! I started the DFT 4 days ago my gravings for sugar are
 almost gone and I have lost 1.5 pounds!! Thank you Le-Vel!!

Kim  - GA
My energy level has gone up 100%, my eczema has almost completely gone and I feel
 wonderful!

=====================================================

Larry B - GA . I was having to take quite a few Motrin because of joint pain in fingers,
 playing guitar.  Knee pain. Etc.   I have lost 9 pounds. I told my wife last  week "
 omgosh my hands don't hurt.  The energy is wonderful. I have been posting on FB
 which IS NOT like me! :))
We are thankful and THRIVING

===========================================================

Donna M. - 

This is my Story THRIVIN' with Le-Vel. I was in a deep, dark tunnel with NO WAY OUT!! After
 being Married for 30 years, I suffered a DIVORCE, Scoliosis, Fibromyalgia,Arthritis,
 Degenerative Bone Disease, Arachonoiditis(which is a disabling and incurable disease)a torn
 Miniscus , 2 carpel Tunnels, a Nerve Disorder in the Left Arm, Insomnia and Depression. I
 have had multiple Surgeries(too many to list)Extremely high blood pressure(200/105)severe
 migraines and Dental Implants due to bone loss in my Mouth as well as my body. I was
 determined I was going to keep eating and enjoying my Food, lol! Now with my Dental
 Implants and my back full of Titanium, the problems remain!!!!! I have tried it all: Therapy,
 Aquatic Therapy, Chiropractor, Tens Unit, Major Narcotic Drugs, Heat Treatments, Exercise,
 Yoga and Counseling! Finally, THRIVE FOUND ME!!!!! OMG, I was like can it be real? Can it
 be true? Can it really work? Is it worth me spending the money that I DO NOT have and then
 IT does NOT work? These were just a sampling of the questions that ran through my mind
 endlessly day in and day out! I hit VIP800 in 2 days without having the Product and having
 NOTHING more than THE POWER OF FAITH! The one thing that No one could take away
 from me was my FAITH and my ability to BELIEVE that SOME THINGS DO HAPPEN for a
 reason!! Once I hit VIP800, I received my THRIVE CAPSULES and my SHAKE MIX and in
 less than 24 hours this CONCOCTION did more for me than any DRUG or THERAPY in the
 ENTIRE WORLD!!! YES AFTER only 24 HOURS I was feeling BETTER!! My Parents
 wanted to throw a Party because I got OUT of the BED for the first time since January. I
 finally made it to the RECLINER, a huge leap for me. Today I am THRIVIN' like CRAZY, I
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 can move, I can walk, I can actually do Aquatic Therapy without my Blood Pressure going
 through the ROOF, I can STAND on the ROOF TOP and SCREAM to the WORLD about
 THRIVE and DFT!!!! The best thing to hit this EARTH since Dinosaurs EXISTED!!!!! I am
 BLESSED to HAVE THRIVE and DFT in my Life and to have changed my Life because
 otherwise I was NOT LIVING, I was simply Existing!!! Thank YOU Le-Vel, Paul Gravette,
 Simon, THRIVE and DFT for Blessing me with a CHANCE to Live and to ENJOY LIVING
 EVERY SINGLE DAY!!♥
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